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Introduction 

 About empower® mails 
empower® mails – the central signature management system for Microsoft 
Outlook®. The add-in allows central curation and administration of your email 
signatures which ensures they are always correct and current – all while keeping 
in line with corporate design.  

 

 

 

 Structure of the manual 
This manual will guide you through the features of empower® mails to help you 
on your first steps in using the client. It also serves as a resource for those already 
familiar with empower® mails to inform themselves about new functions. If you 
discover a previously unknown button or have ever wondered about the function 
a particular button has, you will find all answers here. 

 Startup 
After first startup of Outlook®, with empower® mails installed, you will be 
greeted by a welcome screen. empower mails will load your default signature 
template automatically, if it has already been created by your administrator for 
your company and location. In addition, you can select your own signature 
template in the further steps. To do so, the signature overview window briefly 
explains the basic functions on new signature creation. The introductory tips will 
not appear again once the window is closed. In a final step you can set the 
template to be your default signature by clicking on Set default template to 
the bottom left. In doing so, this signature will be used in every new email or 
response (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Welcome window briefly explaining 
basic settings 



You can save your previous local signatures for archiving purposes, by clicking 
on Archive other local signatures. A ZIP folder will be created that contains all 
signatures set locally in Outlook® (Figure 7). The ZIP folder will be saved in the 
program data of Outlook®, the file path to the folder will be displayed for future 
reference. 

If your empower® mails administrator has provided multiple signature 
templates for different purposes or topics – e.g., for different languages or 
brands – you can use this area to call, set up and manage your signatures. 

 
Figure 7: Archive the local signatures 



2 New Signature 



 Creating a new signature 
To add a new signature, click on My Signatures on the to the right of the 
Outlook® menu. A new window will appear (Figure 8). Now click on the 
+-button or Add signature to add a new signature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can edit the signature by specifying name, template and language. Enter a 
name or title so that it can be identified better when it is to be used in an email. 
All signature templates that have been activated for you and your company are 
displayed under Template and can be selected via the drop-down menu 
(Figure 9) (1). 

>> more information on creating signature template can be found in 
Chapter 3.1.1 Signature templates 

If your signature template supports multiple languages, it can be selected via the 
corresponding drop-down menu (Figure 9) (2). Typically, a template will contain 
certain elements, such as a salutation or disclaimer, that will be displayed in one 
language only. If this is the case, your administrator may have set up the 
template to be only available for this particular language.  

2.1.1 Profile selection 
Essentially, data used in signatures stem from two sources: the location data – 
e.g., address, registrations, legal entities – and from your profile – e.g., personal 
data such as name, contact details and department. In order for the signature to 
display the required data, you can now select your profile. To do so, click on 
Choose profile (Figure 10). You will then see a preview of your signature to the 
right and can check if your personal data is correct.  By default, profile data is 
read from the active directory of your company and therefore is typically 
updated regularly.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Selecting signature template 
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Figure 8: Adding new signature 

Figure 10: Choosing profile for the signature 



If your profile data contains incorrect or missing data, it can be amended directly 
in your profile. To do so, please click on the Pencil Symbol. A window will open 
in which you can edit your profile. The blue highlighted Link Button indicates 
that there is a direct link to the corresponding Active Directory field. If you find 
that data is not correct here, you can adjust it by simply clicking in the data field 
to change the data. In doing so, the connection to the respective AD field is cut 
off, characterized in that the link symbol is no longer highlighted (Figure 11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please Note: 
The aim should be that the Active Directory of your company always 
contains current and correct data. Therefore, you should make a note to 
contact your IT administrator to correct the data within the AD. Afterward 
reestablish the connection to the AD field to the data field of your profile by 
clicking the Link Button again. In doing so the entry in the AD field will be 
inserted, which should now be correct. 

You have the ability to provide translations of your profile, if e.g. you need to 
display your department or job title in another langauge, or if your name 
contains umlauts. To add a new language version of your profile, click the 
+-Button. You can now select the desired language from a list of languages set 
up during the product implementation phase (Figure 12).  

 

 

Please Note: 
If you require additional languages, please contact your corporate design 
administrator. 

When you select the language during set up of a signature, the translation of 
your profile will be displayed accordingly – provided your administrator has 
approved this language to be used for this signature template. If you do not set 
up a translation for your profile, the standard profile language to the top left will 
be displayed. If you wish to remove a translation of your profile data, select it 
and then click on the X-symbol (Figure 13). 

If you are a user of empower® docs, and have already set up your profile 
including its translations, you are not required to do anything further – both 
empower®docs and mails use one and the same profile.  

 

 

Figure 11: Editing user profile 

Figure 12: Adding new language to your profile 

Figure 13: Deleting the profile of the selected 
language 



You can also add multiple profiles to your list, e.g. for substitutions or delegated 
correspondences. If you have a number of additional profiles in your list you 
have the option to set one of those profiles to be your default profile by clicking 
Set profile as default – it will then be selected automatically the next time you 
set up a signature. 

 

 

You can remove profiles you have added to your list by clicking the X-button. A 
preview of the signature with the profile data of a specific person can also be 
displayed when you enter the name in the search box to the top right (Figure 
15). 

 

 

2.1.2 Selecting location data 
Data of the currently selected signature template, profile and location is 
displayed in the preview. To change the selection, click on Choose location. A 
new window will pop up with the available locations for the approved company. 
Here, you can select one of the locations of the company your administrator has 
already assigned to you. The location data displayed in the signature will 
dynamically adapt to your selection. Location data is maintained by your 
corporate design administrator using empower® docs. Once a change has been 
made to location data, it will be synchronized to your email footer.  

Once your email signature has been configured to your requirements, you can 
confirm your settings by clicking OK. Your email signatures are now completely 
set up (Figure 17).  

 

 

 

  

 

The signature you have set as default will be automatically inserted once you 
write a new mail or send a reply; all additional signatures can be accessed from 
the native Outlook® signature drop-down menu (Figure 19).  

Once all signatures have been set up as required, a user will not have to worry 
about changes ever again. Signatures are automatically synchronized in regular 
intervals, as soon as the client detects changes to template, as well as location 
or profile data. Even the corporate design of your email formatting in terms of 
font, font size, color is centrally defined and changes are directly sent to all 
clients.  

  

Figure 14: Setting the default profile 

Figure 16: Choose location for your signature 

Figure 15: Deleting selected profile 

Figure 19: List of available signatures 



3 Administration 
  



 Customizing 
If you have been provided with administrator rights, your Outlook® will 
offer a Customizing Button in addition to the other empower® mails 
buttons (Figure 20). An administrator is in charge of distributing, 

editing and allocation of signature templates and the formatting of your 
company’s emails. In addition, an administrator maintains location data. 

 

A click on the Customizing Button will open a new window. Here, an adminitrator 
is able to manipulate and set up new Signature templates, set Default signature 
templates for individual companies and centrally edit Fonts & colors of emails 
(Figure 21).  

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 Signature templates 
The first tab provides an overview and of all signature templates currently 
distributed within your company. Available signature templates can be either 
edited to make the required changes to the existing or create a new template 
from scratch. It is also possible to copy the existing template and make the 
necessary changes and save as a new template. To delete a template, click on 
X-button (Figure 23).  

 

 

Finally, click on Save and close to save the changes made. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Customizing button on the menu bar 

Figure 21: Customizing window 

Figure 22: Signature templates 



3.1.1.1 Editing an existing signature template 

To edit an existing template, select the template and click on the Pen Button. 
Within the design view you can now enter a display name for the template in the 
entry field to the right below Name (Figure 24).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If your template contains certain elements such as salutation, slogan or 
disclaimer in a single language, you have the ability to restrict the template to 
be only used for approved languages. You can make these selections in Restrict 
Languages. To do so, set the lever to “On”, after which you will receive an 
overview over all languages currently contained in the database. Here you can 
select the languages you wish to approve for this template. If you wish to 
approve a large number of languages, you can also click the buttons Select all 
or Deselect all and then remove the options you do not require (Figure 25).  

 

 

 

 

In a similar manner you have the ability to limit a template to one or multiple 
companies. This is useful if your company has multiple subsidiaries. This way 
users of other companies do not have access to signature templates that were 
not intended for them (Figure 26).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Editing signature template 

Figure 25: Restrict language for templates 

Figure 26: Restrict companies for templates 



The template that appears to the right can be changed in the Word® document 
by simply clicking on Edit template with Word. The actual signature template 
will open as a Word® document. You can now make the desired changes in 
terms of e.g. font, its size and color, as well as slogans or links to social media 
channels. Once all required changes have been made, you can save and close 
the document, then complete the procedure by clicking Save and close to the 
bottom right. The changes you have made are instantly visible in the signature 
preview. Once you have inspected the implementation of your changes, you can 
confirm your changes by clicking Save and close.  

All changes will then be distributed to all users, and their signature templates 
automatically updated within the prescribed synchronization interval 
(Figure 27).  

 

3.1.1.2 Preview the signature details 

The empower mails provides a way to preview your signature template under 
Preview tab. Change to the preview tab to see how the signature is populated 
with actual data. You have the possibility to check if all elements are accounted 
for, if placeholders are positioned correctly, or if slogans are correct. You can see 
here what the signature would look like if it were inserted into an email. Your 
profile will be inserted by default – provided you made the required setting via 
the Signatures Overview (Figure 28).  

 

 

 

 

In Language it is possible to display the signature in a specific language once a 
selection has been made from the corresponding drop-down menu. You can 
also change between languages during setup of a new signature template to 
ensure that all data is correctly displayed and translated, or if corrections are 
required (Figure 30).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Displaying the selected language in 
"Preview" 

Figure 28: Signature template preview 

Figure 27: Edit template with word 



In Choose Profile you can also select an alternative profile. This way you can 
check if location and profile data change correctly. Here, you can only change or 
look for an existing profile in database. But the information of the profile cannot 
be edited or deleted (Figure 32). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If a default location has already been assigned to a profile, it will be selected 
automatically. When creating a single signature template that is to be used by 
multiple locations or even companies, it is also advisable to select the location 
to able to view alternate data in the preview. After clicking on Choose Profile, 
to the top right you can select a profile that is not contained in your profile list 
to display in the preview (Figure 34). It is, however, a requirement that this 
profile is already contained in the database – e.g. by adding it via 
empower® docs. 

 

 

 

The displayed location can be changed by clicking on Choose location. The 
available locations in the database are listed in the left side of the window. Select 
the desired location to be added to the template and click on OK (Figure 36). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please Note: 
If a profile is added via empower® docs it may take up to 60 minutes until 
the profile data is displayed in empower® mails. This, however, merely 
concerns initial allocation of a profile. Once the profile is contained in the 
database, its data is accessed a lot faster. 

Figure 31: Click on “Choose profile” to select 
different user 

Figure 35: Choose the required location for the 
template 

Figure 33: Choosing user profile to preview the 
template 



3.1.2 Creating a new signature template  
To create a completely new signature, click the +-symbol within the Signature 
Templates menu. In doing so, the template editing window will open. In a first 
step it is best to provide a relevant name for the template, so that users can later 
identify it properly. Afterward, click Edit template with Word. An empty Word® 
document will open to the left in which the new signature template is to be 
created. To the right of the document, the empower® mails Visual Composer 
will open (Figure 38).  

 

>> Details on the Visual Composer can be found in Chapter 3.2 Visual 
Composer 

You can now begin developing your signature template. Either from scratch, or 
by copying and inserting an existing email signature into the document. 

 

 

Please Note:  
It is advisable to work with obvious placeholders such as “NAME”, “STREET”, 
etc., and not use with actual data – this way you are able to verify that data 
is correctly replaced, once you change one of the signature’s parameters, 
and avoid overlooking errors. 

 

3.1.3 Default Signature Template 
It is possible to restrict specific templates to individual companies. To do so, 
change to Default Signature Templates. Here, you have the possibility to 
assign a template to each company currently contained in the database by 
selecting the template from the dropdown menu to the right of the company in 
question (Figure 39).  

 

 

3.1.4 Fonts and colors 
In the Fonts and Colors section of the template and administrator is able to 
specify the design of email formatting centrally for the company. Here you can 
set font, size and color, as well as set the style of the font. For this purpose, you 
can make the desired selection in the appropriate drop-down menus, with font 
sizes, which can also be entered manually. For the font color, it is entered in the 
designated fields of the RGB value of the color. If you want the replied emails to 
receive an alternative formatting, you can set the switch to “On”. A second 
formatting mask will then open, in which you can enter the desired values in the 
same way. Below the entered values, there is a preview that adapts directly to 
your changes. Once you have entered your details as desired, you can confirm 
the selection with save and close. The changes will now be automatically 
distributed to all clients within the intended synchronization interval (Figure 40). 

Figure 40: Fonts and Colors menu 

Figure 38: Creating new template within 
Signature template menu 

Figure 39: Assigning a default signature template 



 Visual Composer 
Once you have set up and formatted layout and appearance of your new 
signature template, you can use the Visual Composer to insert the required data 
placeholders into the template.  

If your default profile with default location is not selected automatically, or if the 
new signature template is intended for use by a different company, you can 
make the required selection in the bottom of the Customizing Assistant 
window by clicking Use different profile or Use different location respectively 
(Figure 41).  

 

 

 

 

 

After clicking Use different profile, you can search, for any other profiles that 
are contained in the Active Directory. Finally click on Select (Figure 43).  

Once a selection has been made, the Visual Composer will display actual data. 
Fields that do not contain data for the selected profile will display an example 
text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, on clicking Use different location, you are able to select the required 
location from the available list (Figure 44). Fields that do not contain data for 
the selected location will display an example text. Data fields within the Visual 
Composer are organized alphabetically, while profile data fields precede location 
data fields. The corresponding data placeholder is always displayed to the 
bottom of the placeholder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Selecting different location 

Figure 42: Selecting a different profile 

Figure 41: Visual composer 



3.2.1 Placeholders 
Essentially, a signature template contains placeholders which are replaced by 
actual data by empower® mails once a user’s signature is created. In order for 
the placeholders to be recognized successfully by empower® mails and 
consecutively be replaced correctly with actual data, they need to follow a 
specific syntax. While the Visual Composer helps the user to insert the right 
placeholder correctly, it is still helpful to understand their composition (Figure 
45).  

A placeholder always begins with #$ and ends with $#. The three required 
segments are Data source, Field name and type, that are divided by underscores 
(_).  

 #$<DataSource>_<FieldName>_<Type>$# 

Teilstücke  <Data Source>  Profile 
     Location 
     Company 
     LegalCompanyForm 

  <FieldName>  FirstName 
     Street  

  <Type>   Value 
     Label 

A Data source field consists of information on profile, location, company or Legal 
Company form. Corresponding to the data, the field name consists of 
information such as first name or street name. Finally, the type section comprises 
of value and label pair. A value is the actual data, e.g. street name, or the name 
of a managing director, while the label is the name of the data field itself, e.g. 
“street” or “managing director”. For the <DataSource> “Company” and 
“LegalCompanyForm” the following placeholders are used: 

 #$Company_Name_Value$# 
 #$LegalCompanyForm_Form_Value$# 

 

  

Figure 45: Customizing assistant window 



3.2.2 Placeholders for Hyperlinks 
In addition to normal text, empower® mails also has the ability to dynamically 
replace hyperlinks within a signature. To implement this functionality, additional 
placeholders with hyperlinks need to receive an extension. Here, too a specific 
syntax is prescribed: 

 <Protocol>replace.empower/<PlaceholderEncoded> 

The last segment <PlaceholderEncoded>, refers to the placeholders explained 
above. The <Protocol> segment can consist of the following, 

Segment: <Protocol>  http:// 
     https:// 
     ftp:// 

Symbols that are unable to remain within an URL by themselves are encoded 
using HTML tags: 

 #  %23 
 $  %24 

When setting up a placeholder for an email, the hyperlink in Word should be the 
following: 

mailto://replace.empower/%23%24Profile_Email_Value%24%23 

 

3.2.3 Placeholder setup using Visual Composer 
Once all elements within the signature template have been placed and formatted 
to requirement, it is necessary to insert the placeholders into their designated 
location. To do so, simply select the section in the template, and from the Visual 
Composer insert the corresponding placeholder. In doing so, you will replace the 
previous text (Figure 46). 

If multiple companies or subsidiaries are to use the same, single signature 
template, it is also possible to enable the logo contained in the signature to 
dynamically change, based on the selected location. To be able to implement 
this feature, you will need to have uploaded a logo together with your location 
data via empower® docs.  

>> more details on company and location logos can be found in 
Chapter 3.3 Location Data 

Once a logo has been uploaded, the visual composer will offer the insertion of a 
Logo Placeholder. Insert it to the location you wish the logo to appear in the 
signature (Figure 47).  

 

 

Please Note: 
A logo is inserted into the signature with its original dimensions, therefore 
the logo already has to be the correct size before it is uploaded to the 
database together with the company’s location data. 

Figure 46: Inserting the placeholder from the 
visual composer 

Figure 47: Logo placeholder 



 Location Data 
In Manage Companies you are able to add further new companies and 
their locations. Information is entered using an input screen. To enter 
the company management menu, please select Customizing and then 

Manage Companies from the empower® docs menu (Figure 50). 

Companies are organized by country. Thus, all company locations will be listed 
in the location overview on the right, regardless whether they have other 
locations in other counties. In the Company Addresses column you can see all 
locations in connection to the selected company on the top overview for quick 
identification and selection. 

To add a new company, click on the “+”-symbol at the bottom of the 
“Companies” column (1) and then either click the “+”-symbol next to the 
appeared input field or simply press Enter (Figure 51). As no country or location 
has been assigned to this company yet, it will appear in the list as Not assigned. 
To add a new location of an already existing company or one you have newly 
created, select it from the companies list, and then click the “+”-symbol in the 
location column (2). An empty input menu will open on the right into which you 
may enter the information of the new location. You can change the language of 
the input labels by clicking the dropdown menu (3) and selecting the desired 
predefined language. Once you have entered the country, this entry will be listed 
in the countries list on the left. After you have entered all information, click Save. 
If you wish to delete either a location or a whole company, select it and click in 
the corresponding “-“-symbol. Afterward, click Save to save your changes. 

 

Some locations have more than two languages (primary and secondary 
language) available – depending on what company form has been assigned to 
it. In this case, an administrator is able to set the default language via the 
company data. To do so, you will need to open the Manage Companies window 
and select the desired location. At the top of the entry fields of a selected 
company’s location select a language form the dropdown menu titled Set 
Default Language (Figure 53). To confirm the setting, close the window by 
clicking OK. 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Company Logo 
An administrator may also add a company’s logo to its location data. This way 
the same template can be used without the need of different versions containing 
individual logos. 

To upload a company logo, simply select the desired company and click the 
“+”- symbol in the top-right of the window (Figure 54). 

Select the desired image file of the logo from your computer’s hard drive. 

 

 

Figure 54: Upload location logo 

Figure 53: Set default language 

Figure 50: Manage companies under 
Customizing option in empower docs 

Figure 51: Maintain company data 
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3.3.2 Language versions of logos 
Some logos differ depending on the language they need to be displayed in, 
frequently due to a subtitle or other text. In empower® docs you are able to 
save different language versions of a logo to be displayed when a specific 
language is selected. In order to do so, please scroll to the bottom of the list of 
location data of a selected company’s location in the Manage Companies 
window (Figure 55).  

 

Once you click Choose a Logo a File Explorer will open. Select the appropriate 
logo in the currently set language from your hard drive. You will now need to 
scroll to the top of the window to change the language of the displayed data 
(Figure 56). Now scroll back to the bottom of the window to add a further 
language version of a logo. Repeat this step for all available languages for the 
selected location. Once all logos have been added, save the settings by clicking 
OK. 

 

Please note:  
Logos are inserted in their original size to avoid distortion. In some cases, 
this will lead to an undesired placement of the logo.  

 

Figure 55: Change company language 

Figure 56: Upload company logo 


